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Returning from the Dead: His Secret
Lover Chapter 822

Then, she hung up the phone abruptly.

That’s right! I’d rather die than marry Magnus, that shameless jerk!

Kira left her house and drove toward Oceanic Estate.

Meanwhile, Sabrina, Calvin, and Karl had arrived at the airport.

To prevent any hiccups, they decided to fly back to Avenport on a helicopter.

“I wonder if he has told anyone about the two before he became like this.”

Karl was worried about it when waiting for the helicopter.

Sabrina frowned.

She was worried too. However, since Calvin had already become like this, it
was futile to ask him anything.

In the end, Sabrina decided to inform those at Miralaea first. For safety
reasons, she wanted them to leave with the children so that they could avoid
any unwanted accidents.
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Karl agreed.

“Where are you bringing him, Sabrina?”

Suddenly, at that moment, a thunderous bellow rang out at the entrance of the
airport.

When Sabrina heard that, she was shocked. Before she could dial the number,
she dropped her phone on the floor.

It’s Jonathan! He’s actually here!

“Go now!”

Her expression changed drastically as she immediately told Karl to leave with
Calvin.

Karl had the same thought too.

He instantly grabbed Calvin, who was sitting in the wheelchair dazedly, flung
him onto his back, and prepared to flee.

However, he was too late.

The place was filled with the Jadesons’ men. Right after Jonathan yelled,
numerous people wearing uniforms rushed toward them. Some of them were
even armed with guns, which they aimed at Karl’s head.

Karl did not dare to move anymore.
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On the other hand, Sabrina paled.

Who leaked the secret?

Jonathan walked toward her. He first shot a glance at Calvin, who was lying on
Karl’s back dumbly, before glaring at her ferociously.

“What do you want to say?”

Sabrina closed her eyes to suppress her fear before opening them again.

“I have nothing to say. He’s from the Hayes family. Now that I’ve found him, I’m
bringing him back. It’s perfectly normal.” Unlike how she was back in Oceanic
Estate, she was no longer constantly smiling when talking to Jonathan.

Now, her gaze was cold and she exuded a nonchalant and arrogant aura.

She seemed more like the famed daughter of the Hayes family now!

A murderous look glinted in Jonathan’s eyes, making him look even more
terrifying.

“Normal? Have you forgotten what you told me?”

“No, but he’s already lost his mind. Even if I hand him over to you, you won’t
find out anything. What’s the point of that, then?” Sabrina defended herself
calmly.

Jonathan scoffed coldly.
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He did not say anything. However, his hawk-like eyes were filled with
murderous intent as he scrutinized Sabrina intently.

In the next second, he waved his hands and the other men grabbed them
immediately.

“What are you doing? Jonathan, let go of us. I already said that he’s lost his
mind! It’s pointless if you bring him back.”

Sabrina’s screams of resistance could be heard from afar.

When Sasha’s plane landed and she switched on her phone, she saw that
message.

Her expression changed drastically.

Sabrina’s been captured alongside Karl and Calvin, who they’ve just found?

She was so flustered that she froze on the plane seat for a long time without
getting up.

“What’s wrong? Aren’t you alighting?”

Sebastian had already carried his child. When he noticed Sasha sitting there
motionlessly, he frowned and asked unhappily.

With that, she raised her head abruptly.

“Mr. Hayes, I…”
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Her eyes were filled with terror and shock. During the flight, she had been
talking non-stop and her eyes initially sparkled with happiness.

However, at that moment, it was as if a storm had just struck. Her gaze was
dull and there was not a glimmer of joy in it.

Sebastian narrowed his eyes. “What happened?”

“Old Mr. Jadeson captured Ms. Sabrina. Apparently, she found Calvin, your old
bodyguard, and wanted to bring him back. However, Old Mr. Jadeson found
out and captured her in a fury.”

Sasha revealed what had happened.

She had been hesitating for a while since she received the message. A turmoil
of emotions raged within her as she wondered if she should tell it to
Sebastian.

It was a good thing for Sabrina if she did.

However, she did not know how it would affect him. After all, he had just
recently shown signs of recovering. If he found out, his deep-rooted hatred
might surface again.

Sasha stared at him timidly, not daring to utter a singer word.

However, Sebastian stood there expressionlessly for a while, still carrying
Vivian. Then, he suddenly asked, “Calvin isn’t dead too?”
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